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A plethora of left-hande- d promises in a right-win- g qovernment have influenced fairweather "liberal" politicians
face concerning former loyalties. The result? More cooling towers rising ominously toward the firmament. Story
Photo by John Adams. " . - '' . ;. - - .
Sheldon Liss professor of La tin-Americ- an Studies at Akron Unive.stty.
analyzed US foreign policy toward Latin America, focusing on US economic
and military intervention in El Salvador. Rallying support and interest for the
May 3rd March on the Pentagon, this second leach-i- n on El Salvador drewa
packed house at Mateer. Story on page three. Photo by Rodger Pelagalli.
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Dancers Robin Heginbolham and Ciayle Johnston exhibit poise and Srac ,n
nrenaration for The Cof1eie of Wooster Dance Company's Allegra.", The
production will be in McGaw Chapel May 7th (Thursday and 9th (Saturday)
V at 8:15 p.m. Story on page nine. Photo by Rodger Pelagalli.- -
: : : ' ' J
Chugging a few beers with your favorite professor may shed more than a fewX
inhibitions. tnnqnirmiKi or aiiiiuioiiiri, iuuriii-pi"rea- i.
outside of class are definitely a unique "learning" experience, Story on page .
eight. Photo bv Rodger Pelagalli. .;
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Page 2, VOICE. May 1, 1981
Last week's issue of the Voice contained a declaration signed by 49
faculty members and administrators to lend support to the May 3rd
March on the Pentagon. Reports indicate that if the "petition to support"
had beeYi circulated earlier, even more faculty would have signed. Those
names in the paper are promising in themselves, however, and attest
publicly that Wooster is aware of international injustices. More
importantly, the letter has helped mobilize students to act on their
beliefs.
At midnight on May 2nd, a bus containing 47 representatives from The
College of Wooster (and others car-poolin- g) will take an important step
by reacting to our government's recent decision to increase military aid
to Salvador and to add to the number of American "advisors" already
stationed there.
For the College, the step is an essential one. Albeit the classroom
seeks to sensitize students to vital life concerns, seldom is the initiative
taken by students or faculty to pursue these concerns beyond the Kauke
arch. For the first time in a long time, Wooster students are committing
themselves to a non-viole- nt form of protest for an issue that affects us
both in and out of the classroom. To an important degree, it is Wooster's
faculty who has generated this interest. Thank you for being our
educators.
Response from last week's Voice questionnaire has been
disappointing. Disappointing not because of the nature of the responses,
but because there have been so few. As an editor, I feel this lack of
communication reflects on the changes I have implemented in the Voice,
yet as a third-yea- r student, I also realize how difficult it is to arouse
response to issues on this campus. I am relieved that over 50 of those
who replied felt the Voice is "very influentialimportant'' to the campus.
A paradox is evident here, however. If the Voice is an influential
newspaper, why doesn't the influence present itself in student
involvement?
It has been suggested to me that the Voice lacks "good collegiate
investigative reporting." (Some even have implied that the recent
addition of reprinted material is an easy way to avoid dealing with
campus news.) The questionnaire verified that more students are
interested in College news than nationalinternational news. Again, this
response proved contradictory when juxtaposed to the question:
"Would you like to see more articles reprinted in the Voice from national
publications?" The response was a resounding YES.
I am led to deduce the quite obvious fact that as editor of the Voice I
will not be able to satisfy the disparate needs of Wooster's student body.
Any editor who stoops to meet every individuaTs expectations is only
bending over to be kicked in the ass. There is a reason a person chooses
the New York Times over the National Enquirer, the Village Voice over
the Wall Street Journal To deny that I have an editorial bias is to deny
the biases present in any periodical.-Th- e questionnaire was an attempt,
however futile, to define the biases present on this campus, to be
sensitive to them and to represent them in future Voice issues. My biases
are in the paper you are reading. Where are yours?
The following Voice yeas and nays were in response to the "Additional
Comments" on last week's Voice questionnaire.
"I don't like the new use of the front page. It makes the Voice look like
a magazine."
"Attack the tough issues that get people mad. Stay political."
"...I feel the colored ink is unnecessary and the extra money could be
put to better use elsewhere. . .maybe to support some of the causes you
advocate--
."
1 find it disturbing that the Voice goes out of its way to print stories
about the 'hazing of national fraternities and sororities. These stories
make Wooster's Greek system look questionable..."
"Coverage is adequate for men's sports, tut for women, it is very
inadequate."
rI miss the Gossip Column Eke my high school paper had."
"Must we continue to use the term Scotties"?"
"I find the new layout of the Voice a tad busy, Eke National Enqidrer.m
"People this year are reading the Voice."
"I see fewer typos, misspellings and sloppy editorial work. Hope you
will continue to improve."
"A newspaper is NOT an art magazine. The new front page format is
not suitable for a newspaper. We want high-lev-el coverage of the news-n-ot
art, poetry, etc "
The Voice is of Ettle influence (to the College conwnunity) because it
does not do a good enough job of asking hard questions about the
College and printing good investigative reporting about questionable
situations."
Tm glad to see you are attempting to change and that you are
Campus Financial Affairs Committee
Lacks Organization and Consistency
Dear Editor,
Three reasons force me to
express my concern for a campus
group that seems to be lacking
organization and consistency. I am
referring to the Financial. Affairs
Committee of SGA. which has an
extremely vital role in allocating
$3,583.13 this quarter to various
organizations.
1. Signs were posted stating the
due date for financial requests as
Friday, April 24. However, after
my treasurer had picked up. an
application on Thursday, April 23,
t was informed by the FAC
chairperson, when I went Friday tc
the SGA office, that unfortunately I
was late, and they could not accept
our application, since they had
already turned down at least five
other organizations. FAC had
switched the due date to Tuesday,
April 22, and they had attempted
to cross off a majority of the signs
around campus (coincidentally
missing the signs in my dorm) and
had printed corrections in the Pot
Pourri and Very Weekly with the
(cont. on p. 4, col. 3)
Student Pleas for Campus Tolerance;
"Different Drummers,, March Alone?
To The Student Body,
It seems to me that there is a
.rising amount of social tension on
this campus. As a transfer student,
I don't know if this is normal during
Spring Quarter, but at the rate the
tension is building, something
around this school is going to have
to change. I get the feeling that
people don't realize that we are a
community and as members of
this community we have an
obligation to each other, which is
to live together as best we can. I
have heard many people say they
are dissatisfied with the social life
on this campus. Don't just sit there
and talk, go out and do something
about it. Human beings are social
animals and need people to
survive. Communities came about
through that need. Right now we
are defeating the purpose of
community because there is none.
People, you have got to start
accepting a person regardless of
whether you like them or not. You
don't have to love every person
you meet, but there is no sense in
hating that person just because
they are different, be it racially,
politically, culturally, sexually,
whatever. Don't feel threatened by
people who may be different. Go
to them, introduce yourself and
learn from them what you can.
Every human being has something
to offer. People around here are so
busy watching what everyone else
is doing that they aren't taking the
time to see what they are doing
themselves. When a person loves
himherself despite their
inadequacies, despite their failings
when a person can really accept
himherself they have less of a
problem accepting others. It isn't
always a matter of having more
experience with other people to
learn how to live in a society, it is
mostly a matter of knowing
yourself. Once you realize that
you are an individual with your
own needs and wants, then you
realize that everyone out there is
an individual, too, with different
needs and wants.
What Arne ' Lewis was saying
about the sections does not only
apply to the sections, but also to a
large majority of this school.
People here stifle individual
growth. Sometimes I get the
feeling that I am back in high
school because of the peer
pressures and the gossiping that
goes on. Come on people, let's
grow up. When you go out in the
world there are going to be many
people that you may not like. That
is too bad because, perhaps, they
have been assigned to work with
you, or they are your neighbors, or
their kids are best friends with
your kids. There are many aspects
of life we don't like, but we Eve with
them. The same holds true for
people. If I dance to the beat of a
different drummer respect me for
my individuality. Thank you. '
Holly Beye
P.S. I recommend to everyone the
reading of two books: Notes to
Myself (My struggle to become a
person) by Hugh Prather and The
Art of Loving by Dr. Erich Fromm.
Understanding US Involvement Vital to
Student Participation in El Salvador
Guest Editorial . by Giuenn Habemickel
This Sunday, May 3rd, Washington wfll be feeling the screws
tightening as thousands of citizens march to express disagreement to
current US policy in El Salvador. The situation in Central America has
only recently transformed from a troubling revolution in a small country
to a number one issue for US poEcy. Many people have deemed it
necessary to show the Reagan team how they feel. Under our
supposedly representative government the people are an integral part of
the policy-makin- g process. Under the Constitution, the government is
designed to function through Senators and Governors who work in
Washington to serve their constituents. But the Constitution also gives
Americans the right to convene peacefully to voice opinions. This
gigantic march in Washington on Sunday is saying in many ways that
many people are grossly dissatisfied with the government's judgemental
abilities; that Reagan's team is acting wrong. Those claims are legal and
legitimate. The people should not be apathetic or ignorant about what's
going on in America.
I want to point out, however, that our government must have some
reasons for being in El Salvador. It is valid to criticize the government but
do so only if you can be constructive. Do not jump to any positions. Find
out why Reagan feels we should give military and economic aid to
Salvador, and listen to why many people feel we should not. Below I have
tried to outline the situation in FJ Salvador, stating as many neutral points of
view as possible. But in the small amount of space available, the many,
many facets' of this revolution cannot be detailed. I hope this can lead
more interested people to dig into the issue themselves and not act solely
on the opinions of others.
There is a civil war in D Salvador right now. Though it is the smallest
country in Central America with only five million inhabitants, it is the
most densely populated country in Latin America. FJ Salvador has
always been an unstable; war-tor-n country. For 50 years the peasants
and workers have struggled against continuous military rule and
exploitation by oligarchies. Repression and revolution are the norms of
politics. The question of human rights, therefore, goes back many years
in D Salvador but world focus on the issue goes back just a few. Why
the sudden interest?. . .Intervention on the parts of the US and
Communist-oriente- d countries has compounded FJ Salvador's revolution
and created whole new problems.
There are 25 recognized political parties in D Salvador, thus there are
many opinions within the country as to how it should be run. But for the
purpose of this overview there are three major groups opposing each
other.
The leftist party is caned the FDR (Democratic Revolutionary Front).
It is a coalition of CommunistMarxist and liberal poGticians. Estimates in
1980 placed membership at 200,000 to 400,000 actives, of which 20,000
comprise the armed guerillas. A US group called PAM claims that these
members make up the largest popular group in FJ Salvador.
Unfortunately, however, world focus on FJ Salvador did not come until
other countries began to, participate! In March, 1980, a, representative
(cont. on p. 4, col. 1)
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Galster's Speech
Harshly Criticized
Dear Editor
Well! George Galster's speech
on "Urban Euthanasis" certainly
was a lot of Jimmy-Carter-tal- k. He
dismissed the straight-forwar- d logic
of an uncluttered vision by burying
if in hopelessly complicated social
science banalities, f'spatial barri-
ers", "blame-the-victi- m mentality",
"artificial support short-ru- n
component")
I thought I was watching one of
the Carter-Mondal- e TV commer-
cials of. last October. I heard the
same voice of a defeated .spirit,
who presents problems with cold,
clinical drabness, suggesting that
nurdy social scientists with narrow
black ties are our last hope on the
-- Titanic.
Well, forget it!!
Galster's doubletalk did not
refutethe compelling proposition
that poor people in Philadelphia
and Detroit can and should be
(cont. on p. 7, col. 4)
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Fair Weather Politics Proliferate in Advent of Nuclear Power
by Alexander Cockburn and James Ridgeway
Contributing to this column with coverage of the Physicians' Congress
was correspondent John Wilke.
The increasing possibility of nuclear catastrophe is the fundamental
premise of opposition to the administration in the age of Reagan. Specific
inctuwoc rf nrntact (rnm PI .aluaHrtr tn n tts in snr ial snenrlina ArpU WUU VI vknf k v w. . w . w ww.w www .. f-- - - - --j www
ultimately contained in resistance to the most terminal menace of all.
Last week in Washington we heard U.S. and Soviet doctors discussing
major labor unions are sponsoring a large demonstration against civil
nuclear power plants, on the second anniversary of Three Mile Island
' (see details below). Nuclear power in its military and subsequent civilian
guise is the ultimate threat to society and remains the most compelling,
the most moral motive for protest.
The attitude of the Reagan administration to nuclear power in its
military context is stark enough. The SALT II treaty has been shelved. A
vast expansion of nuclear armaments is underway. Caspar Weinberger,
the secretary oLdefense, has urged the introduction of neutron bombs
into Western Europe. Richard Pipes, a senior official in the. National
Security Council, has spoken of the virtual inevitability of war with the
Soviet Union. The Director of the NSC, Richard Allen, has denounced
European advocates of nuclear disarmament as pacifists. In their threats
to Cuba, both Secretary of State Alexander Haig, and White House
counselor Ed Meese have carefully 'refused to exclude any military
option from those which could be adopted by the United States. The
nuclear strategists propose "limited nuclear wars" as credible options.
In short, we are in the most perilous times since the Cuban missile
crisis of 1962. r
The Lesser Evil
Opposition to nuclear weapons in the United States has yet to become
a major political force, of the kind now in evidence in Western Europe.
But the struggle against nuclear power plants (infinitely less threatening
to human fife than the immense arsenal of bombs across the world) has
grown in important ways since the Seabrook demonstration of 1977, as is
shown by the sponsorship of this Saturday's march.
Eleven international unions, including the UAW, the Mineworkers, the
Student Seeks Support for
Dear Editor,
Traditionally, College of
Wooster students have attended
Crossroads Africa programs in the
summer. Last year three students
went to Africa through this
organization and this year Arlette
Pahlsson, a first year student at-th- e
College, is a participant in the
program. In order to raise the
$2,400 needed to go on the
program, a number of events have-bee- n
scheduled. In order for these
events to succeed we need your
help and cooperation.
Why should you help? .
Because in helping Wooster
students go to Africa you also help '
3 v
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Africans. Participants give their
labor freely, working on projects
designed to improve living
conditions in rural areas. A variety
of work camp projects are
planned. They include assistance
in construction of village schools,
clinics, market stalls, playgrounds
and working on agricultural
projects. Also, Crossroads assists
Africans in the areas of teaching
and social work projects.
What is Crossroads?
It is a privatejnonprofit,
nongovernmental . organization .
promoting work, travel and study
in Africa for college students and
young Americans-- . Participants
International Longshoremen, the United Food and Commercial
Workers, the Machinists, have joined powerful locals, labor leaders,
environmentalists, and many other groups, in sponsoring the march. -
This is the first time that major labor unions have joined in a protest
against nuclear power. In the largest demonstration to date, .in
Washington on May 6, 1979, the unions stayed well clear, and organizers
regarded it as a major achievement to get Machinist leader William
Winpisinger on the platform to make a personal statement.
The shift by labor is important. It reflects a rank and file opposition to
nuclear , power on broad political grounds. It also signals the fact that
labor is conehiding that even on the plane of self-intere- st, nuclear power
has little to offer in the way of jobs and, as an industry, is on the way out.
So far as union members are concerned, the major consequence of
nuclear power is increased utility bills.
The generally accepted view is that the nuclear industry, despite such
opposition, is in high good heart.' It has, after all, mighty allies in
government. The' power-plan- t moguls gaze fondly upon the
countenance of Energy Secretary James Edwards, a nuclear-powe- r
zealot whose dearest ambition is to turn his native state of South
Carolina into a repository for the nation's nuclear waste. And the
president himself has always had a kindly word for nuclear power, in
whatever form.
But things are not quite what they seem.
The "free market' ultras in the Reagan administration, headed by
OMB director David Stockman, have been battling over nuclear energy.
Stockman wanted to cut the subsidies. Edwards wanted to increase
them, and when it appeared that he was about to lose, sent a letter to
President Reagan pleading for help arid reminding him of his campaign
promises.
It is not at au clear at the present time that Edwards prevailed.
Stockman scored in at least a couple of skirmishes. For example: in any
go-ahe- ad nuclear program the government would probably have taken
over and promoted the obsolete Barnwell reprocessing plant in South
Carolina. Stockman evaded such a commitment. More to the point, the
Carter administration had moved to bafl out utilities through
- government funding of waste-storag- e facilities-locate- d away from the
reactors the AFRs. Now Stockman says that if the utilities feel
compelled to have such storage facilities, they should do the financing
themselves..
. .
'
, , ,It is true that the new budget
Crossroads
work in groups of eight to ten with
a Crossroads leader and about an
equal number of African student
volunteers. The work they do is
usually in rural communities and
the duration of the program is
about six weeks.
The program has three areas of
emphasis: First, it hopes to
provide a carefully selected group
with a basic educational
experience in Africa. Second, it
seeks to encourage these
individuals to go into African
studies andor needed employ-
ment in the ever-increasin- g areas
of engagement between the
T (cont. on p. 4, col. 1)
includes $250 million for the
already obsolete Clinch River
breeder reactor, acknowledged by
one and all to be a sop to Senate
Majority Leader Howard Baker in
whose native state of Tennessee
the breeder is located. And in the
budget there is a $70 million gift of
thanks to Admiral Hyman
Rickover (father of the nuclear
navy) in the form of development
money for a water-coole- d breeder.
Finally, $430 million is to be
allotted for general development,
including design follow-o- n, for the
next breeder after the Clinch River
plant. This project is referred to as
the Idaho breeder, after its
sponsor. Senator James McLure,
chairman of the Senate Energy
May lr 1981, VOICE, Page 3
Speaker Outlines
H Salvador Melee
by Martha Oesch .
The problems in EI Salvador are
. a continuation of the Cold War
which was never abated, according
to Sheldon Liss, professor of Latin
American Studies at Akron Univer- -'
sity, who spoke at Monday's EI
Salvador teach-in- . v -
Liss traced the United States
foreign policy towards Latin Amer-
ica in the last thirty years. Seen as a
traditionally unstable area, the US.
began in 1952 inviting senior
officers in Latin America to study
in U.S. military schools as a
.
precaution against the infiltration
of communism. This then led into '
the Red Scare of the McCarthy era.
Next came the Viet Nam war
during which the U.S. acted under
three false assumptions according
to Liss: 1) defense expenditures
help the economy, 2) overseas
adventures bind the nation togeth- -
er. and 3) intervention enhances
U.S. credibility. After Viet Nam and
Watergate, the U.S. tried to
reestablish public support with "
Carter's talk of Human Rights in
Latin America and then with the '
proposal of the National Security
Doctrine which stated that poverty '
(cont. on p. 4, col. 3)
Committee and long-tim- e admirer
x-"-
MXof the breeder.
Syndrome"
But this is not a simple story of --
triumph for the forces of darkness.
.A significant number of
Republicans in Congress may well
join Democrats in a bipartisan '
coalition against subsidies to the
nuclear industry. .Their motives
'
vary.' ;;
, The ' government has now --
named 35 different states as
possible repositories for nuclear
waste. These include the familiar"'
salt domes of .Utah, Louisiana,
Mississippi and Texas; also a
granite depository underlying
Wisconsin and Minnesota; a store- - --
room amidst volcanic rock in the
state of Washington; and .
scattered sites throughout . the
Piedmont basin in Virginia, north- - .
western Ohio, New Hampshire,
New York-- and numerous other
states.
The naming of a state as a
potential depository for nuclear
waste has a remarkable effect on
the energy philosophy of that
.
state's elected representatives in
Congress (The effect is cognate
to "MX syndrome" whereby
seasoned warmongers in Utah and
Nevada became devout oppo- - .
nents of the mobile missiles when
it became apparent that then-state- s
would be ruined and the
voters outraged by their
installation.)
Thus two stalwart supporters of --
the nuclear-powe- r industry 4 '--.
Representatives Toby Roth and
Tom Petrie abruptly shifted
their stance when news came that "
the Department of Energy was
considering their native, state of
Wisconsin as an atomic dump.
Their shift was no doubt
accelerated by -- the receipt in
Roth's office of 3000. letters of.
protest from agitated consti-
tuents in a two-mont- h period, and
by the sudden emergence in
Petrie's district of an attractive
antidump candidate.
"MX syndrome' aside, there is v
another potential coalition among
environmentalists . and congres--
(cont. on p. 9, col. 3)
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El Salvador Tragedy Bears
Mark of US Intervention
(cont. from p.. 2)
from Hungary told a Salvadoran leftist official, "it is because of the Party
that the Socialist world opens the door to you.
Now the US admits that they hope their aid to the moderate-righ-t
government can "neutralize" those leftists even though it may be being
misused by the military faction Duarte can't control. The US really does
fear the CommunistMarxist ideology moving closer to its border. The
infringement is perhaps analagous to Afghanistan and Russia a year ago.
Those opposed to US intervention scoff at this. "FJ Salvador is about
103rd on the Communist hit-lis- f right now. They are much more
concerned with Europe. Russia couldn't support another Cuba in Latin
America anyway." .
But others honestly fear any leftist regimes operating m the strategic
Caribbean and Central America region. They fear the US may be further
and further alienated from its geographic neighbors if Salvador, then
Honduras, and Guatemala and even Mexico follow the courses which
Cuba, Nicaragua and Grenada have already chosen.
The problem is that alienation may already have begun. Perhaps the
government already sent too many arms, and exacerbated the problems
in El Salvador? Even our government recognizes that most of the arms
on both the left and right sides are Americans which have gone astray. At
least 7,000 must have ded in 1980 by the hand of a gun marked with the
U.S. insignia which Sahadorans are all too aware of. By sending arms to
EI Salvador, have we succeeded in the reduction of violence?
Here is where we, as Ameican politicians, or interested citizens, have
got to decide. Which war are we fighting? Are we concerned with human
rights or the fight against other ideologies, or, is one not mutually
exclusive of the other? Are they bound together in the usual tangled and
multi-facete- d web of US foreign policy?
The present government, called the "Junta" opposes the leftists. It is
made up of three civilian and two military members. Although one of the
members. Jose Napolean Duarte. was recently elected the country's
first president since 1932, it is important to realize that the military
element still remains, and wields a considerable share of power. Duarte s
government, the "Christian-Democrats- ", claim to believe that "profound
change is necessary and overdue." They have proposed Agrarian land-reform- s,
changes in the banking system, increased export trade and
electoral commissions to move the country closer to free elections. But
how effective they have been is debatable. According to U.S. News and
World Report, in 1980, the Junta expropriated large sugar, cottonand
coffee plantations and turned the land over to 60,000 farm families. They
also propose to break up medium-size- d estates in the future and give
them to 100,000 peasant families. But US Christian organizations based
in El Salvador are reporting that the reform programs don't work
because of the rightist military elements who threaten to kill peasants
who try to take advantage of them. -- -
The military elements are those two members of the Junta and some
18,000 soldiers who are controlled by them. No one can deny that the
behavior of the right wing has been cruel and bloodthirsty. They are a
very real danger. In the tradition of repression of dissent, Colonel
Guillermo Garcia declared on the record, "a war of annihilation" against
his own people. In 1980, 12.000 deaths were reported in Eli Salvador.
Almost 40 people were killed each day, and nine out of ten were
supposedly attributable to the military.
Leftist guerillas, on the otheT hand, also know violence. They blow up
power installations, ambush patrols and burn fields. Their techniques are
to break the country economically and drag it down. It has been said that
they would like to wreck Duarte's land-refor- m because it would erase
political support he might have received from the peasants!
Now why has the US seen fit to participate in El Salvador's war? The
Department of State Bulletin of March, 1981 states, "our actions with
regard to D Salvador have as their goal the reduction of violence and
instability in order to facilitate a peaceful transition to an elected
government."
Before Jan. 16, 1980, the US did not supply any lethal equipment to
Duarte. But on Jan. 16 the guerillas bunched a "final offensive
supposedly aided by Cuban and Nicaraguan arms and advisors. The
Dept. of State Bulletin continues..."the US cannot stand idly by while a
reformist government comes under attack by externally advised and
armed guerilla groups that lack popular support." From this point on the
US began its military participation. In 1980 we gave $20 million in military,
and $63 million in economic aid. Proposals for next year are $25 million in
military and $100 million in economic aid!
Student Prepares for Africa
(cont, from p. 3)
United States and Africa. Third, it '
encourages the building of bridges,
of friendship and understanding
with the people of emerging
nations where very few such
dynamic relationships have
previously existed.
This- - year Crossroads
celebrates its 23rd anniversary- - It
was founded in 1958 by Rev.
James H. Robinson, and it was
hailed by President Kennedy as
the progenitor of the Peace Corps.
To date Crossroads has sent
over 5,000 volunteers to 34 French
and English speaking African
countries. Please help keep up this
vital program of cross-cultur- al
exchange.
How can you help?
--Buy raffle tickets. One dollar gets
you a chance for a round trip ticket
to West Africa or the West Indies.
$4 gets you five chances.
--Workday May 23." Donate your
time for two or three hours and
work for townspeople.
--Participate in a swim-a-tho- n that
will be held May 10, 11 and 12 or
pledge money to swimmers.
--Come to Ichabod's on May 16
and have a good time. Crossroads
co-sponso- rs the entertainment.
- Sincerely,
Crossroads Africa
ill
z
If) k i' 6)
'Ah, Senor Sam, I promise that it won't be long before my
people support me almost as much as you do!
US Latin-America- n Policy Outlined
(cont. from p. 3)
and fear contain elements for
revolution.
Meanwhile in Cuba the U.S. was"
beginning to fear an "indigenous
revolution'', Liss said. Capitalists
and socialists alike kept a close
watch on the reform going on in
Latin America, in anticipation of
another revolution like that which
claimed Cuba. The U.S. had a
special . concern in any reform
movement because they were
selling arms to Latin America, Liss
saidr '
According to Liss, in Latin
America today only 7 out of 20
countries have a pretense of
democracy like that of the U.S.
Accounting for the small number
of countries with a democratic
government, Liss said, "In coun-
tries where there is poverty and
hunger, democracy is not the main
concern."
Many of these poor countries
have fallen to right wing regimes,
which can be benevolent military
regimes such as the reformist
regime in Panama, Liss added.
However, in others like the existing
regime in Argentina over 100,000
have "disappeared" for opposing
the government.
Fear of what Liss called "a
Castro Clone", spurred the U.S.
government's attempts to thwart
reform movements in Latin Ameri
ca. Liss cites the example of --the
CIA overthrow of the capitalist
oriented social reform movement
in Guatemala in 1954. - The
government which the U.S. was
supporting in Quatemala was one
of the top four countries on
International Amnesty's list where
thousands of killings were taking
place.
Then in 1959 in Nicaragua, the
police force which had been
trained by the U.S. to maintain
stability in the country, took over
with Samoza and his sons heading
the new regime.
El Salvador is in a similar
position to that of Nicaragua with
95 of the people backing the 25
political parties. Contrary to popu-
lar belief "moderates do not exist in :
El Salvador", Dss said. With the
' majority of the population oppos-
ing the government of El Salvador
,the U.S. is in a panic with the
thought of another Cuba or
Nicaragua, according to Liss.
"Latin America doesn't want the
U.S.. the U.S.S.R., or anyone efee
involved in their affairs . . . They-wan- t
self-determinatio-
n", Liss said.
Liss stressed the need for the U.S.
to accept its share of responsibility
for human rights in EI Salvador.
"The political process won't
generate a new policy toward Latin .
America," Liss said, adding that
"The decisive battle for human
rights will be fought in each
country. Ultimately, the govern- -
ments which rule by terror will fall."
Liss points Jo Greece, Iran and
Spain as examples of such govern-
ments where this has happened
already.
However, the U.S. government
is continuing to support the junta in
El Salvador. According to Govern-
ment figures the U.S. has com-
mitted 350,000 troops to El
Salvador. "But the government
knows the U.S. public won't stand
for that", Liss said and thus they ,
have an agreement with Honduras
to provide 100,000 troops.
Sister Bernadine Baltrinic a
missionary in El Salvador for nine
years, began working in 1956 to
help the people In a country where --
almost 75 of the children under
the age of five suffer Jrom
malnutrition. , .
Recalling her experiences in El
Salvador as "living through history
without realizing it", Baltrinic was
subject to the label of communist-alo- ng
whh others who were
working to help change people's
lives. After seeing death all around,
"something happens inside of you
that says that this was not meant to
be" said Baltrinic. "Arid that's
when you become radical"
Pandemonium Reigns at SGA Meeting
(cont. from p. 2) 1
new date. Consequently, the' FAC --
chairperson told me I could try.
applying during the General as-
sembly if there was any money left.
After the meeting, though it was
still questionable whether there
were any funds left over because of
the confusion about funding for
Greek Week
2. Monday night the SGA
meeting, lasting nearly three hours,
was unbearable and it was not until
halfway into the meeting when
someone questioned if there was a
quorum present. Some groups had
not itemized their requests, and
heated debates arose. By the end
of the meeting if not before, it was
obvious that the FAC Committee
had not set stringent guidelines for'
alloting the funds.
3. The meeting was not run
according to proper : procedure.
Advisor, Diana KroH stood up at
one point to state" how the meeting
should run. People talked out of
turn and by the end of the meeting
representatives were going to vote
on whether to limit the number of
times to amend a request. This was
not fair because it gave prior
organizations a greater chance to
.get funding.
I
. am not saying I" have the-answer- s
to the problems FAC faces
and that, they did not put forth an
effort. On the other hand by setting
a date and sticking to it would help
organizations tremendously. Also,
establishing guidelines and forcing
organizations to itemize requests
would " eliminate some- - of .the .
tedious work the General Assem-
bly was forced to accomplishTn the
meeting.1'
.
--
-
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.
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Sincerely,
.
'
'
- Sandy Silo
Poor. Campus Participation Questioned
Dear Editor,
' Last Saturday, April 25, The
Ohio Academy of Science held
their AnnuaL-meetin- g here at the
College of Wooster. Many papers
were presented in a wide range of
. fields. All of the sessions were open
to Wooster students and faculty,'
while many papers were even
presented by-ou- r students and
-
faculty."' '
.
.
.
Unfortunately, i saw few Woo-
ster students and faculty attending
who weren't directly involved." In '
fact, few who I spoke to were even
aware that the comerence was
going on. Why was the publicity for
such a fine educational opportuni-
ty so lacking?, Wooster prides itself
on attracting quality extracurricular ,
events to campus: I feel certain that .
the students and faculty .who
participated "would have appreci-
ated having friends, colleagues and
students in thelTaudiences, and we
might have been impressed with
what they had to say. ;- -:
'
- -- . - r--'
' Amy R. Hunter '
Internationalist
by Tessie Tzavaras
What are "cultural differences"
and how do they affect
communication between Ameri-
can and foreign students? It is very
difficult to define the term
"cultural" with precision,
however, it is fair to say that
"cultural differences" are
dissimilarities in the socialization
process between people of
different ethnic backgrounds.
Could we, then, say that an
American from New York City of
English- - origin and one from
Wooster of German origin are
separated on a cultural basis?
Common nationality, means of
information and parallel education
at school and at home do not allow
them to vary as widely as to
present a real diversity in what we
call cultured So, it is "foreigners"
that we are talking about.
These differences are
something we have all exper-
ienced more or less at the College
of Wooster. They are clearly
important for the campus, since
they influence the relationships
between the students socially and
academically (and, therefore, play
a role on the life on campus in
general). Some feel that their
college life was made more of an
exciting and educational
experience because of the
exposure they had to foreign
students. Others feel annoyed
because they weren't allowed (or
weren't able or didn't care to)
"break through" to the
"strangers."
Let's first take a look at the way
in which .these differences are
expressed. For many, the
language barrier is a serious
problem. The difficulty a foreigner
experiences when trying to follow
a discussion or hisher puzzled
expression after a joke that made
everybody else "crack-up"- , can be
discouraging. It can easily be
attributed to "weirdness" even
to pure stupidity. This reaction
usually results in an increased
shyness and, finally,: isolation of-th- e
foreigner from Americans.
One has to try hard to be accepted
as a normal human being.
However, this first problem is
one that can be-over- come
relatively easily. AD it takes is a
little patience, clear diction and a
Abortion Issue Encourages
Political Activism, Debate
. by Karen McCartney
Wooster students often lead a
sheltered life on campus, with
national and state issues flowing
around and over us in our oblivion.
Some subjects, however, demand
attention and action. Abortion
legislation is just such a subject.
The Women's Resource Center
sponsored a pro-choi- ce booth last
quarter, already involving students
in a chance to voice their opinions.
Communicating feelings about
abortion to . state and national
legislatures will be the crucial factor
in passing or blocking what is often
known as a "human life amend-
ment," but which pro-choic- e repre-
sentatives point out is more
truthfully called an "abortion
prohibition amendment."
On April 20 a pro-choic- e
meeting was held in Westminster
Church House. A speaker from the
National Abortion Rights Action
League (NARAL) addressed the
willingness to be challenged when
defining terms - e.g.: What do you
mean when you say, "Hit the
sack," (the first time I heard that, I
thought that the person was going
to the gym to box!)
Even if the language barrier is
overcome, one still becomes
increasingly aware of the
differences in upbringing. Very
different things can be meant by
the same words. When we say, "I
like to party," "I like to drink" or "I
pray every day," we often have
quite different concepts of
entertainment, religion, etc. It is
challenging to try to outline what
various terms mean.
People should try to be open-- ,
minded and try to see what each
individual means in the context of
hisher ethnic and national
background. The problem is that
many times, both Americans and
- foreigners become quite defensive
about their own point of view and
reject anything contrary to it "by
definition." This leads to
increasing tension within the
whole campus. Foreigners
become an enemy camp lumped in
a general group no distinction
between Europeans, Africans,
Asians or others; they are viewed
as unwanted intruders who
threaten their host country.
.Americans on the other hand
become narrow-minde- d chau-
vinists with a barbarian morality
that ignores human rights of life,
freedom and self-expressio- n.
Obviously, these classifications
and generalized characterizations
are absurd.
The contact between people
with different conceptual
frameworks does not have to turn
the campus into a battlefield. On
the contrary, it can be a chance for
all to enter the "battlefield of
ideas," as Kuhn put it. It is a good
opportunity for us to be
challenged. Through the
exchange of ideas we can modify
andor strengthen our positions
on controversial issues. Contact
with a foreign culture facilitates
questions probably not thought of
before. Often this gives us the
chance to develop a new
dimension of our. personality.
Besides, as " Plato said, "A life
which is unexamined is not worth
living."
meeting She pointed out that
although 80 of the U.S. popula-
tion is pro-choic- e, the 10 who
support criminalization of abortion
are more vocal in politics.
On May 6 a group of Wooster
community residents and college
students are going to lobby against
House Bill 92. Ohio's own anti-abortio- n
legislation. This bill would
make obtaining an abortion more
difficult, costly and distressing.
Students are urged to write their
state representative at Ohio House
of Representatives, Columbus,
Ohio 43215. to let them know of
pro-choic- e views.
Anti-abortio- n legislation is still a
confused and emotional topic. The
issue will be debated.on Wednes-
day. May 13. at the Canton Jewish
Community Center. Pro-choic- e
and right-to-lif- e representatives will
both speak. This is an opportunity
.to find out more about your rights
and the action that even a Wooster
student can take over an issue.
Edgewise-- -
Firebugs
by Lee Merrill
They might have hoped to set
the town on fire with Equus, but it
is with The College of Wooster
theater's latest production, The
Firebugs, that the stage actually
goes up in smoke not, however,
before the audience has been
treated to an evening of hilarious
antics.
The Firebugs revolves merry-go-roun- d
style around the
household of Gottlieb Bieder-man- n.
Although a series of arsons
have wrought their havoc on
neighboring houses and
businesses, Biederrhann, refusing
to believe that such a tragedy
could befall him, welcomes two
strangers into his home, helps
them carry barrels of gasoline into
his attic and ultimately hands them
the match that burns down his
home. The entertaining absurdity
of the situation bears gut-in-mou- th
overtones, considering the Max
Frisch satire was written in a
World War D Germany that
watched as concentration camps
were pitched in its backyard,
never believing that the tragedy of
the Holocaust could take place.
The evening is a toss and tumble
spectacle of unusual visual and
audio effects, designed by Sven
Asnien; adeptly directed
melodrama, ala Professor Win
Logan; and downright fine acting,
compliments of Glenn Becker (of
Equus fame) and Scott Peterle
(character - actor - turned - very --
capable - leading - man).
The performance offers some
pleasant discoveries, as well.
Karen Davis (Babette) makes her
speaking debut on Freedlander
stage, having last year dipped her
toes, in the spotlight as the
Marriage of Figaro's Cherubino.
Wooster audiences, sure to be
impressed by her commanding
presence, can look forward to a
summer of her work with the Ohio
Light Opera Company. Alan
Gasser makes a cameo
appearance as a rather esoteric
professor (who, of course, bears
no resemblance to teachers here
at the College). His special brand
of enthusiasm and creativity is
always a welcome touch. And
Logan, with the assistance of
junior speech major Scott Schiller,
has taken a chorus of rookies and
unleashed them as an often
Chaplinesque assembly of
firemen. Freshman Joan Marriott,
who is also appearing with the
Wooster Dance Co. on May 7th
and 9th, is a frustrated maid.
Glenn Heironomous (policeman)
and Laura Wipitsky (Mrs.
Knecktling) also take rums with
the fun.
Pyromaniacs Scott Peterle, as
Biedermann, and Glenn Becker
and Steve Mellon carry the show,
however. And rightly so. Peterle
(cont. on p. 8, col. 2)--
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Salience
by lan Harthck
On the eve of the May 3rd
march -i-n Washington by the
coalition group known - as the
People's Anti-wa- r Mobilization or
PAM. I have found my mind
changing on the subject of Ameri-
can military aid to El Salvador.
Despite some unpleasant experi-
ences with certain people associ-
ated with PAM, I can say that there
is much to be said for their case
against military aid to El Salvador.
But this was a journey with a
beginning.
Out of a sense of curiosity,
tinged with forboding. I attended a
. gathering of PAM supporters in
Lowry pit. I was treated to a dose
of dubious "facts" about Reagan,
El Salvador, etc.. by some old
1930s Marxist retread, who I don't
doubt a moment was a close
associate' of Joe Stalin. Lord
knows, he was the right age. Those
in attendance were sitting around
salivating as if their dinner bell had
been rung, but they were not
getting any intellectual meat. Emo-
tional Marxist rhetoric gets very
tiresome just like a bad sermon.
My gut reation was to walk out in
peace.
A friend of mine did stay to press
the speaker about those weapons
that the Cubans so graciously
donated so mat "revolutionary
justice" would prevail in El Salva-
dor. He must have hit a sore point
because some of the more enligh-
tened spectators started to jeer and
call him a fascist. My friend is not a
fascist, nor is he a militarist, yet his
dissent could not be tolerated. Is
this our moral majority of the left
aborning? Beware of the
self-righteou- s.
To the great credit of Shalom
house and the church groups
involved locally in PAM. a better
program was presented this past
week. The intellectual content was
SHAB Tanning with Care
by Rick King
Naturally, with spring's -- warmer
weather and increased sunshine,
people are already turning the
nearest large patch of grass into a
beach and spending every sunny
day they can outside in an attempt
to turn that ghost-whit- e winter hide
a more healthy-lookin- g shade of
brown. The fact of the matter is,
there are some things you should
know about the sun;
First of all. there's the immediate
danger of sunburn, particularly
early in the season and especially if
you are fair-complexion- ed (I pro-
bably should have written this
article earlier, before Spring
Break). Nevertheless, if you have
already been burned and are
savinq. "Nov he tells me." heed
this advice in the future: MODER-
ATION! If you start with a little sun
at a time, gradually adding to your
exposure time over a period of
days or weeks, your skin will
become conditioned to being
assuhed by the sun's rays, and you
will stand less chance of sunburn
during those first few weeks of
exposure. If your skin is light, and
particularly if you are a redhead, it
is best to be happy with yourself
the way you are. You will not get
very dark. For fair-skinn- ed people
who bum easily, it is mostly a
matter of being doubly cautious in
protecting your skin from sunburn.
The next hazard of sun exposure is
more long-ter- m and cosmetic in its
effects. It is the hazard of prema-oir- e
aging. Putting it simply, your
much more impressive as were the
people attending. While the teach-i- n
Monday evening was marred by
the presence of Trotskyite Com-
munist elements that attempted to
take over the proceedings, it was
effective enough to persuade me
to support a ban on further arms
sales to Salvador, as has been
proposed in U.S. House of Repre-
sentatives Resolution 1509.
As much as I despise the Marxist
wing of the revolution in El
Salvador and their Cuban masters,
I can have no love for the current
regime. By withdrawing military
support we can send a signal to the
government that the time has "
come to negotiate. There are still
moderate elements in the revolu-
tion that could keep a Communist
dictatorship from coming to power.
The far right cannot win but it can
force the mass of the people to the
left out of fear and contempt An
end must come to the civil war.
Communism will come to El
Salvador only if the extremists of
the right and the left are allowed to
prolong the conflict to a bitter
foregone conclusion.
El Salvador will be a victory for
America only if we support real
reform, democracy and self-determination- not
the paranoid lunatic
fringe in the government and the
right wing death squads. Any other
course but the former wiO be --
disastrous for both the people of El
Salvador and the US.
lean not offer any other support
for PAM because of my continued
disagreement with their stands on
a great many other issues. None-
theless, I wish them godspeed and
.'urge them to remember in their
fervor that this is one of the few
places such a march could occur in
peace. For the sake of peace in El
Salvador, write your Congressman
or woman and instruct him or her
to support H.R. 1509.
skin will get old faster than you wilL
When you are 50. your skin wifl
look a leathery, wrinkled old 70.
This is because of the way the sun
depletes your skin of its natural
moisture which keeps it supple and
young-lookin- g. You can retard mis
depletion of oils somewhat, of '
course by using a good suntan
lotion or oil and an effective
after-su- n moisturizer (products
with aloe vera in them are best) to
'replace some of the moisture lost
during exposure. You are still
going to pay the price later for
what looks good now, though.
The final and most dangerous
consequence of prolonged and
frequent exposure to the sun is
skin cancer, h is a long-rang- e affect
of the sun's ultra violet rays and,
probably will not occur until
later. About the time your skin
starts to look tike leather, the
lesions wiO appear and grow if not
surgically removed. ' . e
Tanning booths that are
.
so
.i i - -popular eany or laie in uie wown
are bad news for your skin. The
high concentration of the ultravio-
let rays causes cancer cells to be
1 I J --..-4 A
rate than normal. Stay away from
theml '1 ,
' As far as preventive measures'
are concerned, the most effective .
way; of course, is simply to cover
up exposed skin. But when it is hot
outside, it is hard to wear long
pants and long-sleeve- d shirts with-
out boiling. The best idea is to wear
((cont. on p. 8. col. 1)
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rWPt Afahanistan's Pivotal Geostrategic Position:
Soviet Ability to Neutralize American Naval Power Enhanced
Editorial by James Phillips
Mr. PhflKps is a National Security Analyst with the Heritage
Foundation, Washington, D.C.
(c) Public Research, Syndicated, 1981
As all America rejoices at the return of its hostages from their long
captivity in Iran, there will be a dangerous tendency to relax and pretend
that the Middle East and the Persian Gulf no longer exist. To do so would
be a disastrous error for the United States. The Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan, now over a year old, serves as a constant reminder that this
entire region continues to hold great strategic significance for both
superpowers.
Although Afghanistan is a remote, obscure country which ranks
among the poorest nations in the world, its strategic location endows it
with a high degree of geopolitical importance. Afghanistan has long been
a major crossroads of Asia astride important north-sout- h and east-we- st
land routes. Its control of the Khyber and Bolan passes has historically
made it the gateway which links Russia with the Indian sub-contine- nt and
the Middle East with the Orient.
The spine of this rugged Texas-size- d country is formed by the soaring
peaks of the Hindu Kush, a forbidding chain of mountains extending
from central Afghanistan to the northeastern reaches of the country.
The Hindu Kush forms the watershed between --the Oxus and Indus river
valleys and is the natural barrier between central and southern Asia.
Because of its pivotal geostrategic position, Afghanistan has
repeatedly become the focal point for conflict between rival empires, an
historical tendency which has earned it the sobriquet, "cockpit of Asia."
In the 19th Century, Afghanistan's very survival as an independent state
was linked to its role as a buffer between Czarist Russia to the north and
ft ... t
West and greatly enhances the Soviet ability to neutralize American
naval power in the Arabian Sea.
In addition, occupied Afghanistan provides Moscow with an excellent
fulcrum which increases Russian diplomatic leverage over both Iran and
Pakistan. Both states have had troubles in the past with ethnic separatist
movements and both are likely to face more such problems in the future.
Because Afghanistan is wedged between Iran and Pakistan in close
proximity to strongholds of ethnic separatism along the peripheries of
the two states, the Soviets could threaten the internal stability as well as
the external security of both states. 9
The principal focal point for separatist sentiment lies in Baluchistan,
the tribal homeland of the Baluch people, which encompasses both sides
of the Iran-Pakista- n border. The Baluch have risen in revolt three times
since 1947 and are entirely capable of doing so again. The last uprising,
begun in 1973, persisted for four years until Pakistan's General Zia
reached an uneasy truce with the rebels in November, 1977.
Today there are an estimated 300 Soviet agents working among the
Baluch, chiefly in Afghanistan, and up to 8,000 Baluch being trained in
the USSR. There are rumors that part of this education includes guerrilla
warfare training by Cuban military instructors. Even before the Soviet
invasion of Afghanistan the Pakistanis had amassed reliable intelligence
that young Baluchi tribesmen were being exfiltrated across the border to
Soviet-operate- d camps in Southern Afghanistan for political
indoctrination and advanced weapons training.
Clearly, the Soviets are laying the groundwork for a possible war Of
national liberation in Baluchistan. This would be an extremely dangerous
development because the secession of Baluchistan would give the
Soviets a grateful client state dependent on Soviet support to offset the
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the British empire on the Indian subcontinent to the south.
The Soviet Union has exhibited a long-standin- g interest in Afghanistan
and its other southern neighbors, as evidenced by the Molotov-Ribbentro- p
Protocol to the 1939 Hitler-Stali- n Pact, which asserted that
Soviet territorial aspirations lay in the direction of the Persian Gulf and
Indian Ocean. In recent years the Kremlin's incentives for expanding its
influence to the south have been significantly enhanced by the growing
importance of Middle Eastern, especially Persian Gulf, oil in the western
economic system. According to the CIA, Soviet interest in the region is
likely to continue to intensify in the 1980s as Soviet oil production peaks
and the Soviet bloc becomes a net oil importer.
The Pakistanis have been subjected to a covert Soviet campaign of
coercion meant to deter them from extending aid to Afghan rebels
among the more than 1,000,000 Afghan refugees who fled across the
border into northwest Pakistan. In March 1980 Pakistan refused to
accept $400 million in U. S. military aid for fear of antagonizingMoscow.
The Soviet invasion of Afghanistan has also moved Soviet combat
aircraft 500 miles closer to the vital sea lines of communication
emanating from the Persian Gulf which function as the oil lifeline of the
industrial West. Soviet planes based in southwest Afghanistan are now
situated closer to the strategic Straits of Hormuz (through which pass
40 of the western oi imports) than if they were based in Teheran. Using
these bases Soviet aircraft could reach the choke point at the mouth of
the Persian Gulf and remain on station there for at least 30 minutes.
Clearly Soviet access to Afghan airbases significantly upgrades the
Kremlirl's abflity to block, or even sever, the petroleum jugular vein of the
enmity of Iran and Pakistan. Mot only would a pro-Sovi- et Baluchistan
Soviet naval and airpower into theserve as a base for the projection of
Persian GulfArabian Sea region, but the AfghanistanBaluchistan land,
bridge would afford the Soviets a direct warm-wate-r outlet on the Indian
Ocean, a factor which would vastly improve Soviet access to their
outpost in South Yemen, perceived by many (including the Saudis) to be
the back door to the Saudi oilfields. Clearly, a pro-Sovi-et Baluchistan
would not only threaten the viability of the Pakistani state, but in the long
run would threaten the Gulf ofl routes and ultimately the balance of
power in the crucial Persian Gulf region, as well.
Afghanistan was a domino that could fall either way. The Soviet
invasion of Afghanistan was therefore a product of mixed offensive and
defensive motives. It represents a qualitative change in the balance of
power in Southwest Asia, a manifestation of the self-servin- g Soviet
concept of detente and a possible turning point in Soviet relations with
the Islamic world.
Learn to Cope with Menstrual Cramps
"Coping with Cramps," a two-cla- ss
series for college women
which offers education in
techniques for coping with painful
menstrual cramps and pre-menstru- al
tension, wijl be given on
SatdayApnl 25 and Saturdays
May 2 from 10 am to noon at
Student Health Service (Hygeia).
The sessions are led by Pat
Limbach, College Nurse
Practitioner, and Ruth Dykstra,
R,N. , There Js. ,no fee for .the
sessions--; V . -- ;
Aim,
Housing Board Hears
Discrimination Cases
by Christopher Meaney
Have you ever felt discriminated
against in off-camp- us housing
because of sex, sexual preference,
race, religion or national origin?
Did you want to complain but not
know where or to whom to
complain? If you have been in this
position or know someone who
has, you should know that the
Wooster Fair Housing Board inves-
tigates discriminatory housing
complaints brought to it by mem-
bers of the Wooster college and
city community. .
At Sunday night's meeting of the
College's NAACP chapter Mary
Hodges and professor Ken Goings,
both members of the Wooster Fair
Housing Board, spoke of the need
for investigation of discriminatory
housing practices in the Wooster
area. They believe that cases of
discrimination do occur in this area
but are not reported because the
local agency which is available to
deal with the problem is not well
known. College students are partic-
ularly unaware of this option
because they live in Wooster for a
short period of time. Goings
advocates pressing the case should
a student encounter discriminatory
housing policy.
Complaints should be brought to
the Wooster Fair Housing Board
through the city hall switchboard or
professor Goings and Mary
Hodges preferrably on the day of
contact with the landlordrNeither
discrimination toward specific eco-
nomic levels nor discrimination
toward families with small children
can be legally acted upon by the
Wooster Fair Housing Board. Also
immune are landlords renting
groups of less than four units.
Potential cases are first verified
with volunteers having the charact-
eristics necessary to determine if
discrimination did occur. If discrim-
ination is found, the landlord is
approached with' the aim of
reaching an agreement to end the
discriminatory practice. If no agree-
ment is reached, further legal
action may then be taken by the
Fair Housing Board.
This is a free service and one
which should be used if housing
discrimination is suspected. Pam-
phlets and further information
about the Wooster Fair Housing
Board are available from professor
Goings. Students interested in
volunteer opportunities with this
program are also urged to contact
professor Goings, t- -
Ready to help
WWI,WWn,Korea,
Vietnam vets.
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Galster Diagnoses and Offers Possible Cures to Urban Diseases
by Robin Wilson
What should America do with its
tiredv its poor. . . its tempest-tosse- d .
. .? Acceptance of recommenda-
tions from Jimmy Carter's 1979
Commission for a National Agend-- a
for the Eighties may mean
leaving those poor and homeless
right where they are today --
clustered at the cores of America's
oldest and largest decaying cities of
the North, reported George Gal-
ster,' professor of economics, at
The College of Wooster Wed.
convocation.
The commission, a bipartisan
group of 45 . Americans from
varying backgrounds, proposed a --
kind of urban euthanasia which
would allow cities like Boston,
Philadelphia, Pittsburg, Detroit and
Cleveland to die a natural death
after the poor who live in these
urban areas have escaped.
According to George Calster, it
looks like something must indeed
be done with these cities he calls
the industrial Heartland. As it is,
these cities are not the industarial
magnets they used to be, Galster
told. In this post-industri- al era of
society, manufacturing has become
land extensive, facilitating its migra-
tion to the suburbs.
In addition, transportation tech-
nology has decreased the firms
necessity to locate near sources of
raw material and places of product
distribution, he said. As a result
there have been massive shifts of
jobs and people out of the
Industrial Heartland, where growth
had been dependent upon things
like steel, auto and rubber manu-
facturing. This out migration has
been selective, however, so that
only the more mobile can follow
the jobs to the suburbs while the
poor must remain. This means that
cities in the Industrial Heartland
have' been losing tax revenue at
the same time they are trying to
keep up with increasing service
demands by the poor who are still
around, Galster told.
.In these cases, Galster agrees
that the presidential commission's
urban euthanasia may be desirable.
But, he added, the commission
falsely dichotomizes people and
places, treating people as if they
are detached from where they live
and ignoring the urban special
barriers which -- mitigate against
policies to aid individuals and so
constrain the underclass.
The commission's recommen--
dation is like telling the body to die
but the cells to keep living and
move," Galster asserted. For ex-
ample, the commission may re-
commend that the poor receive job
training which would give them the
'means to leave cities. But accord- - --
ing to Galster, there would be little
participation by the poor in gaining
such training..
Employers would tend to "statis-- --
hcally descTimrnate" on the basis of
a worker's external characteristics,
including speech,, dress, race and
T I
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sex, he said. This would discourage
the poor from applying for work.
In addition, the poor person may
find welfare and illegal ways of
gaining income more advantage-eou- s
when considering the high
opportunity costs of receiving
training and the noncompensatory
income resulting' from a trained
position. All of these barriers to
training are related"tb the under-
class spactial constraint, Galster
said. "The poor cannot be edu-
cated in the context of their --own
neighborhoods if the neighbor-
hoods remain as they are today."
Galster said.
..Likewise, if the poor were --
moved first and then trained, they
would encounter hostility and
barriers to entering the educational
systems and housing market of the .
suburbs, Galster predicted.
Swegan Announces R.As
by Edith McGandy
The process of RA selection for
next year was - completed this
week:
Two weeks ago, many of the
student applicants for the resi-
dence hall positions were sent job
offers. Early this week they re-
sponded and the staff was
finalized.
Each year a committee com-
prised of the dorm directors, Rick
Swegan and Betty Rea, combine
their efforts to choose the people
best suited for the responsibility of
being an RA. The process is a
difficult one, according to Associ-
ate Dean of Students, Rick Swe-
gan. because so many qualified
students apply for the 37 positions.
The choice of female RAs is a
particularly difficult one, as three
women apply for every one
position.
To aid in the process, students
provide recommendations when
they apply. A list of the applicants
- is circulated among the faculty who
comment on students with whom
they are familiar. Each student has
a personal interview with a
member of the committee.
The committee must base each
individual decision on the informa-
tion gleaned from-- ' these sources.
The interview, according to Swe-
gan. weighs more heavily than the
other factors for every candidate.
As he points out, this can help or
hinder a student, depending on the
individual's personal characteri-
stics.
Swegan also emphasizes . that
though the committee attempts to
be fair, "the process is not neces-
sarily objective."
Swegan "says of. the committee
that "generally we reach a consen-
sus". This is not always the case,
however, and in such a situation, a
single committee member's previ-
ous knowledge may weigh heavily.
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What are other options then if
the commission's recommenda-
tions won't work? Still using
medical metaphors, Galster offered
the "organ transplant," which
would give economic subsidies to
firms in hopes of rejuvenating the
city's economic base and focus on
new technology in the central city. '
The cities could also be put on
"artificial support systems" which
would include an infusion of
federal and state aid to maintain
their current condition, Galster
explained.
But rather than operate on just
one of these proposals, Galster
suggested a synthesis of all three. If
the short-ru- n elements of "organ
transplants" and "artificial support"
could be used, urban euthanasia
would be accepted in the long run
because by that time the poor
he claims. Swegan stated that,
"knowledge outside the selection
process is key."
By this selection process, the
following RAs were chosen for
next yean
Men .
Gary Adkins
Mike Buckley
Bill Clifton
Jairaj Daniel "
Dave Engter " .-D- ough
Goodwin ; '
Macharia Kamau
Kim Lance
Dennis McCarthy
John Metz
Bob Moorman
Scott Schiller
Dave Shuster
John Thomas
Jeff Todd
Terry Walker
Sru Williams
Jeff Baka
Pete Briss
Paul Cochran
Ross Thompson
Women
Karen Amico
Jenny Chandler
Sue Nickel
Peggy Elder
Sharon Patrick
Jean Peacock
Ginny 1 Shew
Beth Steimel
Grace Taylor
Judy Stone ,
Cathy Thomas
Vicki Tsiliopoulos
Betsy Webster
Rose Weiler
Jen Wick
Cheryl Turner
o and
would have improved their con-
dition and therefore left the cities,
he figured. V
If the government would subsi-
dize new technology in the cities
and allow neighborhoods to con-
trol these businesses and reinvest
their profits, local jobs would be
created and poor would realize real
economic advantages to training."
Galster outlined.
In addition the cities need
centered aid to social services from
the local government, he told. With
the success of these two policies,
the cities, having served as the
poor's first step up the economic
ladder, could then be allowed to
.die, Galster added.
As it is, however, the policy
Students Unify in Worship
by Dianna Troyer
An open-ai- r worship service wiD
be held on May 9 at 2 pm. The
event is sponsored by a group of
student organizations, who
believe people of diverse cultural
backgrounds can unite under
common religious beliefs.
"Although we represent a
diverse group of students, we
hope to emphasize our common
beliefs rather than our differences
in this program," explained
sophomore Rod McCalister.
Alumnus Criticizes
Urban Qnvocation
(cont. from p. 2)
helped to adjust and move to new
centers of social change. In
developing countries, we recognize
the reality of poor rural "people
moving to cities. So, why not this?
Students? Can you dismiss the
proposition as easily as George
Galster??
Dick Rivers
Alumnus
Bring your parents and
Amish culture and food.
SOt OFF on Family Style Dinners
for College of Wooster Students(Mon. to Thurs.) with I.D.'s
(offer good through graduation)
Owned by C.O.W. graduate!
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The College of Wooster
recommendation by the "Carter
Commission is taken up, Galster
says there wiD be little mobility or
economic improvement for the
underclass. In addition, the poor's
rejection of this so-calle- d aid in
mobility will prompt the public to
feel that the poor are unwilling to
take advantage of the bootstraps
being offered to them -
"And so again, the stage would
be set for another round of blaming
the victim." Galster asserted. "We
blame the poor, not the system
which "originally constrains them,"
he added.
"In addition to emphasizing
Christian unity in a joyful worship
experience, we want to uplift the
name of Jesus Christ to achieve a
more personal relationship with
God who has given us victory
mrougn ras ton, McLabster said.
v
"God is not restricted by color,
culture or denomination," he
said. "He is totally concerned with
every individual." "
Student organizations spon-- "'
soring the event include the Black
btudent Association, btudent
Activities Board, Black Ensemble,
Wooster Christian Fellowship,
Student Government Association
and the Westminster Church.
Rev. Oney Fitzpatrick, Sr. of the
Glorious Apostolic Church in
Byria will lead the people in
,. ,
. .
- i i r--v:
worsnip. rnzpaincK uie umxx
Bishop of the Ohio Regional
Glorious Church of the Apostolic
Faith
' The program will be held in
Douglass quadrangle and ' a(arKAnus 1intv nil fstf lv
view
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JOHN RUSSELL of the college musk department faculty will
present the second in a series of Inaugural Recitals celebrating
the completion and installation in October, 1980, of a new pipe
organ at First Presbyterian Church, College Avenue and
Bowman Street. The program, which includes works by
Couperin, J. S. Bach, Cesar Franck, Jehan Alain and Charles-Mari- e
Widor, begins at 4:30 p.m. Sunday afternoon. May 3. The
classically designed instrument was hand crafted for First
Church by Karl Wnhehn and Associates of Mt. St. Hilaire,Quebec.
SHAB-Tanni- ng with Care
(cont. from p. 5)
a hat preferably one with a broad
brim to shield your face and the
back of your neck. Wearing a hat is
particularly important, even if you
are dark and do not bum very
easily, because the face and neck
are the most susceptible to skin
cancer. The other method of
protection is the use of an effective
sunscreen. Anything which con-
tains paraminobenzoic acid
WORLD-WID- E j
(PABA) (PreSun and Eclipse) and
which will resist sweat and being
washed off when you go swim-
ming, is the best.
In short, always take sun in
moderation (i.e.. do not lay out all
day), cover up when you can if you
are fair-skinne- d, use an effective
sunscreen containing PABA. use
moisturizers to help replace some
of the moisture in your skin and
STAY AWAY FROM THE IN-
DOOR TANNING BOOTHS!
Edgewise
(cont. from p. 5)
demonstrates a great deal of
growth as an actor, since his first
role at Wooster. It's a shame he is
graduating.
Tickets are available for the
Friday and Saturday night
performances at 8:15 p.m. and the
Sunday matinee at 2:00 p.m. The
only tragedy to be found in
Freedlander this weekend will be
in the box office, for those
theatregoers who get sold out of a
performance. After all, Firebugs
promises to be a flaming success.
Typewriter Rentals
and Repairs
I.B.M. Most Brands
at
JB Typewriter Service
2522 Cleveland Rd. 345-74- 05
Imbibing Among the Intellects
by Crif Fariello
Drinking with professors is an
honor and a privilege and a rite of
initiation into the higher reaches of
academe. Isn't it?
I remember my first party with
the professors. Most of the English
department was there, but why
had I been invited? Had one of my
professors recognized my
heretofore well-conceal- ed spiritual
beauty? Was I already being
elected, chosen to be groomed for
higher places? There were about
half a dozen other students in the
room, and I recognized only two of
them. One of them was the Great
Poetic Hope, the hostile young
genius who was everybody's best
bet to someday put our desolate
little mountain college on the
literary map. I understood why he
was there. The other guy I'd seen
in a few of my lecture classes on
the first day of the semester, but I
hadn't seen him since. Why were
we there?
I was expecting the evening to
be like an English tea, but it wasn't
like that at all. Walking in, I first
came upon one of my professors.
He was leaning against the wall. I
thought he was reciting a passage
of Finnegan's Wake from
memory, and I stopped to listen.
No. He was babbling away, an
incoherent gibberish, addressed
to no one in particular. He was the
same gentleman who had marked
my paper on Joyce "unclear."
I moved on. I stood outside a
circle of department poets who
were creating limericks, rhyming
the chairman's name with popular
brands of prophylactics. Another
group was having fun with book
titles: The Old Man and the Fish,
The Sound and the Fairyand Fear
of Landing.
Erica Jong's book had just come
out about that time, and I had read
it, and enjoyed it, and arrived at
the party prepared in advance to
speak on it. I waited until my
American lit professor was alone
by the bar, and then I pounced on
him. "I've just fallen in love with a
mind,' I said. "I think Ms. Jong is
the female Henry Miller. Dorit you
find her obvious heterosexuality...
well, encouraging?"
He just stared at me and said
nothing. I looked into his eyes
hoping to find meaning, but there
was only a vacant, alcoholic glaze.
The silence was uncomfortable.
Finally he broke it. "Here, son," he
said. "Have a drink." Yet I must
have made some impression on
him that night, because wherever I
encountered the man in the
halls, in the student-unio- n coffee
shop, even in the classroom - he
would always say the same thing to
me: "Hello, Madame Bovary. And
how are you today?"
Later that night I walked into the
kitchen, where I found a man
standing in the middle of the room
with a jar of pickles in one hand
and a carving knife in the other. I
recognized him as a professor of
psychology. On the floor about
lkl L'"
him were strewn these little green
' nubs. He'd been tossing pickles
into the air and trying to slice them
twice before they hit the floor. He
would record the reaction time
with his wristwatch.
But the lowest point of the
evening was when my old silver-- "
haired don the man who had
given me Shakespeare in my
freshman year, the man I most
revered among them all came
stumbling into the room with his
arm around some other old sot
singing, "I had her, I had her, I
showed her the way." It was a
revelation. And, I guess, another
initiation.
Sometimes we would go to their
place to drink. I had a literature
professor who used to conduct
seminars in his home. We'd sit
around the kitchen table and drink
and talk about Malcolm Lowry and
Edgar Allan Poe and Dylan
Thomas.
One afternoon I ran into the
professor in a bar, and the two of
us got an early start. I left him there
at five o'clock, saying I would see
him later that night in class. When I
showed up at eight, everyone was
sitting around the table waiting.
There was no professor. A search
of the house was organized, and
someone finally discovered him: in
the basement, lying on a pile of
dirty laundry, snoring. We pulled
him into an upright position and
shouted his name into his face until
his eyes blinked open. He
removed his glasses, rubbed his
eyes, looked around the room and
said, "Hey, you guys, let's get
some sleep," whereupon he fell
back into the socks and
underwear.
After drinking with enough
professors, you come. to realize
that these fellows are a lot like you
or is it that you are a lot like
them? You grow, in other words.
Or maybe they diminish. But
clearly, by graduate school, you've
lost all your youthful illusions
about the ivy-cover- ed gods.
They've become almost human.
The footing is more equal. Hell,
you're nearly a doctor yourself.
Colleagues, then. Friends.
So every Thursday night, a
bunch of us would get together
a few graduate assistants and two
of the more adolescent members
of the faculty, and we'd play poker.
:. Uberty St Wooster
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This I enjoyed because my favorite
professor was also a lousy poker
player, and I could cover the cost
of tuition and books just sitting
across the table from him once a
week. I happen to know a little
about cards. Poker was a family
tradition back in Louisiana, and
my grandfather and my daddy had
taught me the finer points of the
game before I was in long pants.
The wisdom of the ancestors was
seldom needed with this crowd,
however. The old men would drink
so. much bourbon and smoke so
much weed that two-pai- r ten-hig- h
was worth a king's ransom on a
Thursday night.
These evenings were valuable to
me in more ways than just the
money. They were, stimulating,
sometimes exhilarating. They
would begin slowly, with a
discussion turning around some
book or author. But after a few
beers, the talk would start to roll,
and then soar in all directions at
once, and the dialogue would grow
richer and deeper, until one night,
when I looked across the table at
my sad-eye- d, bespectacled, fat old
teacher with his by-now-em- pty
pockets, I saw him as Socrates,
and myself as a young Alcibiades,
and I thought that at that moment,
we had it within our power to unify
all dichotomies, to solve the
riddles of art and love, to fuse fate
and will.
But in Montana (as just about
everywhere else) there are the
peaks and there are the valleys,
and it was on the jagged tail ends of
those evenings down deep in
the darkest valleys of Poker Night
that another kind of education
would take place, a more difficult
lesson would be taught.
This would happen about
midnight, because by then the
professors would always be too
loaded with whiskey for further
gaming, and we'd head down to a
bar called Eastgate and close it.
This was an intimate time, a few
hours of complete equality
between student and teacher,
master and pupil. And that's when
they would let us have it, full in the
face: the shameful confessions of
coeds seduced and colleagues
stabbed in the back; the painful
admissions of failed hopes and
unwritten books; the rending
laments of professional ennui and
disillusionment.
Sometimes it was almost too
much education to bear.
Sometimes it made you think
twice about wanting to be a Writer
or a Doctor of Literature... or an
Adult of any kind.
1981 Rolling Stone, distributed
by King Features Syndicate
(Grif Fariello is a student at the
University of Montana)
Upset about the high cost ofj
beer-drinking?- ? Want to celebrate!
Spring with a HAPPY HOUR?
We've got just the thing for you!'
Next FRIDAY, MAY 8, Ichabod'sl
and Douglass sponsor a DIME
BEER HAPPY HOUR to benefit
the American Cancer Society.
Beer will be just 10C a glass with a
50C donation at the door to go to
cancer research.
Grab your dimes and your
friends and head on over to Icha-bod'- s
on FRIDAY, MAY 8 from
3:30 to 5:30.
BEALL AVE.
ECON-O-WAS- H
(Just North of the College)
24 Hour Coin-O-p Laundry
Dry Cleaning 9 - 4:15
Allegra Will Celebrate Life in Dance
by Dan McKenty '
- There is a swirl of color, tights,
leotards: legs shoot out, arms fly
up, dancers leap and then fell
together on stage. Later on a slow'
and graceful ballerina stretches
her arms across the stage, turns
and leaps into the air and lands
without a sound. The entire
rehearsal is full of music,
movement, and imagination as the
Colleae of Wooster Danre
Company readies itself for the
Spring Dance Show to be held
Thursday the 7th and Saturday
the 9th at 8:15 p.m. in McGaw
Chapel. -
This year's show, entitled
"Allegra" promises to be the most
entertaining yet with enough jazz,
ballet, and modern dance to please
anybody's dance palate. "Lady
.
Luck,"" choreographed by Karen
Anderson, Robin Heginbotham,
and Robin Davis is a large scalejazz number that finds its setting in
a jjGuiikuii t-o- oii ikj. iic9 rallies cl
la Dance," choreographed by
Jennie Parish, is
. a beautifully
interpretive ballet number which
takes Dlace on the "left bank" in
Paris The music used is Dan
Artist Creates Reflective Environment
Through Shapes,-Textur- es in Drawing
by David Capodilupo
The Severance Art Gallery
has recently been an area where
texture, color and a reflective style
have given viewers an invitation to
participate. Jean Wettstone has
created an environment in which
each drawing entices the viewer to
share and experience.
In her drawings, Wettstone
concentrates on both organic and
inorganic forms, including bottles
what she calls "her environment."
This is an environment that
involves personal memories,
acquired possessions and
thoughts.. Wettstone leads the
viewer to look at her environment,
perceiving the involved objects as
being - profound alterations."- - She
manipulates these objects in a
distinct, reflective style which, in
turn, reflects her environment.
She accomplishes this successfully.
' Using reflective characteristics
of mirrors, glass and plastic wrap,
her objects are also altered. They
incorporate - depth and a.
"illusionist perspective." - This
appears to be Wettstone's main
theme throughout her work. The
reflection in the pieces contribute
to her alteration of the objects
Green glass bottles are reflected,
oft mirrors while the use of lights
creates "impressions of distance
yet anchorage" for each object.
Because the duplications dissipate
the object's location, the situation
of the object- - influences the
impression of being . apart and .
distant. At. the same time, the
impression -- ' of the original
reflection gives the characteristic
of anchorage. It is not the objects
alone being rendered, but spaces,
too. Through the use of texture
and color, space is manipulated. .
-- The space that Wettstone creates
allows the viewer to focus more on
a "certain object in a different --
perspective: a perspective that is
related to her environment. Using
complementary colors (pastels),
she causes the "viewer's eye to be
fswucAj"l at rwa crwht nr tr coo an
THE
PARTY
A in tha Collaga Hillt $ H U P I
t - Shopping carar- -
.IMIM' 262-834- 6 - -- - -
Fogleberg's "Paris Nocturne."
"Jazz Barre" is a modern ballet
number with live piano, trumpet
and drums.
.
Concentratinq more on jazz
than ballet is Monica Williams'
"Pink Panther" with music -- by
Henri Mancinf Tm Alive," a
distinct union of ballet and jazz, is
choreographed by Debbie
Marsico and features the music
"I'm Alive" by the Electric Light
Orchestra. Another dance
choreographed by Marsico is a
solo and is entitled "Out Here On
My Own." Mandy Gaines sings
and Karen Dawn plays the piano
during the number. "Keep Cool,"
choreographed by Mary Nell Lent
and with music taken from "West
Side Story," is an interpretive
dance which depicts the evolution
of warfare,-
- "Earthbound." a
"spacy" modern jazz number, is
choreographed by Cindy Force
--and includes music by the Fifth
Dimension. Another number by
Force is entitled "Tap Medley" and
includes music from: "AD For The
Best," and "Tea For Two," "Jump
Shout Boogie," and "On the
Sunny Side of the Street." Finally, a
unusual ' aspect more clearly."
Similarly, the use of texture invites
an almost tactile involvement with
the objects.
For those who wish to interpret
depth, nostalgia and an expressive
environment, Jean Wettstone's
pieces will be- - on display in
Severance Art Gallery for the
remainder of the week.
Fxnerience it.
CLASSIFIEDS
JEEPS, CARS, TRUCKS
available thru government
agencies in your area. Many sell
for under $200.00. Call 602-941-80- 14
Ext. 4605 for your directory
on how to purchase.
Wanted: Responsible student with
experience' in bookkeeping
accounting to fill position of
business manager for the Voice.
Salary is $200 per year. Excellent
experience for persons interested
in business. Contact Kevin Grubb,
Editor-in-chie- f, Voice, box 3187. -
Wanted: Reporters for the Voice.
Must be literate, responsible and
willing to learn journalistic style of
writing. Anyone with an interest in
writing news,' features, reviews,
sports, etc. should plan to attend
the next --Voice meeting at 6:30
p.m. Thursday in Lowry Center
basement (Voice. office). ,
Welcome to Wooster,' Parents!
Has your "Wooster student
ordered a copy of the 1981 Index
yet? Come to the booth in Lowry
Center Lobby during Parent's
Registration on Saturday from 9 '
am to lpm for further information.
.-
- WILDERNESS "
V-QUARTE- R
High Sierra
Backpacking Held Courses
Mountain Ecology
SUMMER 5 UNITS
.
-
--FALL 15 UNITS -
' ABSOLUTELY WILD :!;
- Phone (408) 29-282- 2 or write:
Wilderness Studies : r
Sierra Institute, Carriage House
University of California, Santa Cruz
Santa Cruz, CA 95064 -
" number choreographed by Prisca
Harmison and Dan McKentv
entitled "Wild Things" depicts
Max's "wild rumpus" in Maurice
Sendak's children's book "Where
The Wild Things Are." The music
used is Edvard Greig's "Hall of the
Mountain King." '
Other special features of the
show include creative costuming,
innovative lighting techniques and
a general celebration of life
through dance. Tickets are $1
each and are available from any
Dance Company member or may
be purchased at Lowry; Center
during lunch and dinner.
Politics Proliferate
With Nuke Power
Ico'nt. from p. 3)
sional devotees of the Stockman"
Kemp" free-mark- et creed. This
alliance may well argue that if the
government is to intevene in the
functioning of the marketplace in
energy policy, then it should
achieve cost-effectiv- e results. The
Clinch River --breeder, being
obsolete, is clearly not cost
effective, and the prospective
Idaho breeder assuming it
works at all will not be
producing powers until the year
2000.
In sum, you do not have to be an
.
anti-nuk- e activist to perceive that
money spent on breeder reactors
is clearly money thrown down the
drain, all in the interest of Baker,
McLure and the four nuclear
companies GE, Westinghouse,
Combustion Engineering and
Babcock Wilcox, (the wonderful
firm which brought us Three Mile
Island). ,
These factors, together with the
current glut of fuel and worldwide
recession, could well conspire to
. hasten the demise of the civil
nuclear industry. What then?
Removal of government backing
for civil nuclear power would be
fatal for those local utilities which
have been rash enough to embark
on nuclear plant construction.
Many of them could collapse, and
thus inaugurate the first thorough
application of free-mark- et ReagarT
-- economics.
This is the context in which
protests against civil nuclear
power pf the sort taking place in
Harris burg this weekend have
their significance as messages --to a
Congress sensitive to popular
feeling on this issue, and fully
aware'of the political costs of the
rate hikes' inevitable with nuclear
energy.
Reprinted from Village Voice,
March 18-2- 4, 1981. News Group
Publishing Inc. 1981. :
The actual meeting took place
the second iveek in March:
(cont. in next issue) .
: r-- -
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Program director, Tom Messner, cues an album during a public
.service announcement break. Photo by John Crozier. ' V
Professionalism, Enthusiasm Abound
As --WCWS Staff Serves Community
by Dianna Troyer
The black polyurethane disk
revolves, as DJ Kim Hsieh cues up
another album. Find the first note,
backspin. hold the turntable, intro-
duce "Kiss on My List." and
WCWS 92 FM listeners hi a
30-mil- e radius hear the Hall and
Oats hit.
Simple. Any amateur can do a
radio show, right? Not quite.
While the listener hears only a
smooth-talkin- g DJ. a behind-the-scene- s
tension and frenzy some-
times reigns. A DJruns from the
studio to the newsroom to tear off
a UPI update to read on the air.
then answers phone-reques- t lines,
writes each song on the program
log - sheet according to FCC
regulations, and remembers when
to read promo's, psa's and news.
While the atmosphere may be
hectic at times.. WCWS has an
organized and professional atmo-
sphere. Martha Lord, general
manager. Kim' Hsieh. special pro-
jects director, and Tom Messner,
program director, incorporate their
professional summer experience in
commercial radio to the campus
station. -
"Our station is unique because
it's
.
totally student-operate- d, and .
we're also licensed for 390 watt
output compared to other college
stations with a 10 watt output."
said Hsieh. WCWS also provides a
place for students to gain practical
experience in an interesting voca-
tional career, which is difficult to
find at liberal arts colleges where
vocational courses
.
are almost
non-existe- nt Hsieh noted.
Besides providing career training
for students, the station serves the
Wooster community's listening in- -
.
terests. explained Lord. ."Many --
students wonder why we program
classical, soul or opera shows when
many students have little interest in
thatTtype of music. Our first
obligation as a licensed FCC
Will type
college papers- - of any type.
Call (216) 689-241- 1 ext. 331v and ask for Vickie
Reasonable Rates
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.
station is to" serve the Wooster --
community audience and secondly '
to serve the campus
.
audience,",
she said. - " -
"Well be covering more campus
events later this quarter, though."
she added. "Well do live remotes
on Packer Day and during SHAB's
health fair and afar a concert
pianist's five recital on May 21.
Hsieh's special projects this,
quarter should interest both college
students and the community.
"We're selling WCWS tee shirts
and window-- stickers, " and on
Saturday we're playing a Softball .
game with the Wooster Youth
Center." said Hsieh.
From a thriving professional --
station in 1981, WCWS had' a
humble birth in Dec 1922.' As a-phy- sics
department project , in
Taylor Hall, the station used call '
letters such as ex-8LS.es-8Y- AH
and WABW. Under speech depart-
ment- auspices hi, Nov." 1949, '
campus power lines were added.
In Nov. 1957 the station was --
hooked up and aired over WWST.
the town station, for two hours
Sunday through Thursday. -
Finally on Thanksgiving 1966.
WCWS moved to the top floor of '
Wishart HaU. where today the
station flaunts two mixing boards, a
control room, a -- news : studio,
production studio and a news
room. - l ; -
Besides DJs. 1 1 on-lin- e students
and eight volunteer staff members
are invaluable in coordinating
news, sports, public affairs - and
music programs from 7 a.m. to 1
a.m. seven days a week, added
I a r- -
Custom
Picture Framing
Phone:262-517- 1
143 E. Liberty St.
Wooster, Ohio
:
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Scots Drop
by Mike Smith
The women's tennis team
dropped two matches this past
week to top ranked Wittenberg
and Wesleyan, but got some good
news in the midst of everything.
Coach Doc Sexton learned that
four of her players received first
seeds and three received second
seeds in the upcoming satellite
tournament in Canton.
On Saturday, Wooster hosted
Wittenberg and fell 6-3- . Brooke
Bashore dropped her first singles
match and Ann Esgar lost at the
number two spot &4, 6-- 4. Janine
Boocks won her third singles
match handily 6-- 4, 6-- 3; and Hope
Shepherd pulled out a come-from-behin- d
win 4-- 6, 6-- 3, 6-- 4 at fourth
singles. Robin Scholl lost her fifth
singles match 6-- 2, 6-- 4 and Wendy
Bowman fell 6-- 1, 4--6, 6-- 2. Doubles
combinations of Bashore and
Esgar, Jill Currie and Scholl lost at
first and third respectively, but
Jani Oder and Shepherd won in
Scots Lose
The Fighting Scot lacrosse team-compil- ed
a 1-- 1 record in the past
week, defeating Michigan State
University 14-- 5, but dropped a
match to Denison 10-- 6. The split
week gives the Scots an overall
record in the conference of 4-- 4.
The Scots jumped out to an
early 4--0 lead and never looked
back against the obviously
outclassed Spartans. Steve
Williams scored four goals and had
one assist to tie for the scoring lead
with Bill Duke, who had three
goals and two assists. Pete Green
scored twice, Jon Pizzarelli, Jack
Whiteford, Steff Stern, Randy
Horner, and Tom Hebble scored
one apiece. Pizzarelli had four
assists to lead the team, with
Hebble picking up another.
Kevin Balkam did another super
job in the goal with 13 saves and
Rob Lavellee picked up four
during his stint in the goal.'
"We had 16:30 worth of
penalties. That is over one period
of play a man down," said coach
Art Marangi. "But, we took
advantage of the times we were a
man up, scoring five of the nine
Flair Travel
Consultants -
346 E BOWMAN ST. J
For Your Convenience
Just off the College Campus
Euraitpasses
I It is not too early to begin
W making summer plans.
CALL
t 264-650- 5
Registered Ohio Travel Agent
TA0305
Two, Seven Seeded
three sets 7--6, 46, 6-- 3. Although
the score does not indicate it,
Sexton saw a lot of good
performances from her players
during the entire match. Sexton
was particularly pleased with
Shepherd's three set victory at
fourth singles.
Ohio Wesleyan came to
Wooster on Monday and went
home with an 8--1 victory over the
Scots. Brooke Bashore played
well in her 6-- 4, 6-- 2 loss to her first
singles opponent. Ann Esgar
dropped a 6-- 2, 6-- 1 to Wesleyan's
usually first singles player at the
number two spot. Janine Boocks
continued to win at third singles, .
defeating her opponent 6-- 2, 6-- 2,
bringing her up to a 6-- 4 record for
the season. Shepherd lost 7-- 6, 6-- 0
at -- fourth singles, and Scholl and
Bowman also fell at fifth and sixth
singles. Wooster's number one
doubles team of Bashore and
Esgar faced Wesleyan's
undefeated duo and lost a hard
Toughie to Denison; 10-- 6
opportunities that we had. That is
an excellent percentage of scoring
when you are a man up.
"This was a big game for us
because it evened our conference
record. We also showed ourselves
that we could play in man down
situations, allowing MSU only
three goals in 19 attempts during
that time," Marangi commented.
The Big Red of Denison
outscored the Scots by one goal in
every period to account for the
margin of victory in the Scot's
other contest of the week. "It was
a very close game," said Marangi,
"and our control offense made it
so. The offense worked until the
score reached 7-- 6 early in the
fourth period and then our guys
just panicked."
The Scots scored twice in the
first period on unassisted goals.
Pete Green hit a shot with 10:52
remaining in the period and Jon
Pizzarelli scorched the nets at 7:26
left in the period. Randy Horner
and Steve Williams got together in
the second period, Horner getting
the goal and Williams the assist, to
bring the score to 4--3 in Denison's
favor.. Denison scored once more
and led 5--3 at the half.
It was a 2-- 1 score in favor of
Denison in the third as Pizzarelli
got the only Scot goal and was
assisted by Williams. Down 7--4
going into the fourth period, the
Scots came out scoring. They
quickly scored two goals, Williams
from Pizzarelli and Tom Hebble
from Williams, to bring the score
to 7-- 6. that is where the panic set
in. The Scots were burned on.
several fast break opportunities
and the Big Red held on to win.
"We were not able to convert on
our man-u- p situations," said
Marangi, "and that hurt badly. Our
ball control offense worked to
perfection, until the fourth period.
The guys were in total control. We
came up with a great effort, but we
fell just a little short.
IShouldn't it be "apparent" where to
bring your folks to dine?
U OS
.
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fought match 7-- 5, 6-- 3. "I think that
Brooke and Ann really had their
opponents scared throughout the
match," said Sexton. Jani Oder
and Hope Shepherd dropped a
three-se- t decision 6-- 2, 3--6, 6-- 7. this
match looked like a sure victory as
Oder ana Shepherd had a 4--1 lead
in the final set, but had a bit of
difficulty getting in their first serve
consistently. Scholl and Currie
lost at third doubles 6-- 0, 6-- 1.
Wesleyan is definitely a state
contender and Wooster
challenged them in several
matches.
The Scotties travel to Canton
this weekend to compete in the
state Satellite Tournament, which
then feeds into the state
tournament, held May 7-- 9. Sexton
is looking for her team to peak at
.
the Satellite. Wooster must beat
Kenyon in total team points to
advance to the state tournament
as. a team.
The Scots face a very
demanding schedule, as seven of
the 14 teams they have faced this
year are nationally ranked.
Denison was ranked 12th to cite
an example. The Scots face
Kenyon Saturday at 1:30 p.m. in
their final contest of the year.
Scots Need Five
To Clinch Northern
The Fighting Scots need to win
the remaining five conference
games to clinch the Northern
Division title after splitting with
Baldwin-Wallac- e Saturday. Earlier
in. the week, the Scots swept a
doubleheader from Heidelberg but
rain put the damper on the games
slated for Friday (Central State).
The Scots are a game and a half
ahead of Ohio Northern and
Kenyon, who also split this past
week. Wooster meets Mt. Union
in a conference match-u- p Tuesday
followed by Cleveland State
Friday. Central State comes to
Wooster for a doubleheader on
Saturday before the next
conference game against Kenyon
May 6.
Coming up: April 28, Mt. Union.
Joe Nauer, 3-- 0, 2.40 ERA; May 1,
Cleveland State, TBA; May 2,
Central State, TBA.
Highlights? Coach Bob Morgan
chalked up his 200th career win
with the first victory over
Heidelberg.. .an impressive total
for five years at Wooster. Chuck
Chokenea, a junior from Highland
Heights, is leading the nation with
an ERA of .67 and 4--0 record on
the season. Tim Basilone
(Springdale, PA) is ranked ninth in
the nation in batting at .480 while
Wooster is sixth in team batting
with .352.
While the
run production of the Scots has
. dropped off, the pitching staff is
doing the job and is currently
ranked third in the country with a
2.51 ERA.
"What we have to do is start
hitting again," said coach Bob
Morgan. "The key to our success
lies in getting those key hits and
bringing those runs in." (The Scots
have been stranding players on
base of late.)
FYI: Pitcher Bob McFadden
(Rocky River) lost his first game of
his career as a Fighting Scot. The
senior's record now stands at 21rl.V.V.vfy '.V.'-Vi.vV- -'
The story behind Co-E- d
Softball next week.
Women "Run Up" Victory; Mayo - 3 Firsts
.
by Katharine Blood
The College of Wooster
women's track team overpowered
14 teams to win the Oberlin
Invitational with 134 points.
Oberlin finished second with 74, 60
points behind the Scots, Other
finishers were in order: Baldwin-Wallac- e,
61; Ohio Northern, 59;
Cleveland State, 55; Wittenberg,
26; Defiance, 25; Malone, 14;
Hiram, 13; Bluffton, 12;
Heidelberg, 8; Wilmington, 8;
Cedarville, 6; Case Western
Reserve, 1 and Capital, 0.
Robin Mayo stole the spotlight
as she jumped an outstanding
18'3"' to win the long jump and
qualify for nationals. Darlene
Kemp also had an excellent jump
of 17914" to give her a second.
Mayo also won the 100 and 200
meter dashes making her the only
woman to win three individual
events. Mayo also ran a leg on the
400 meter and 800 sprint medley
relays which sprinted into first
place. Joining her in her honors
were Pam Willis, Charlene and
Darlene Kemp to break records in
both relays.
Pam, Charlene and Darlene,
too, turned in outstanding
Scots Race Second Despite Weather
by Jim Coath
Despite arctic conditions, the
College of Wooster men's track
team avoided injury and had some
decent performances as they took
on Wittenberg and Denison at
home on Friday. The final score
was Wittenberg 103, Wooster 47
and Denison 4114- - "It was one of
the worst days Tve seen in a long
time," said coach Jim Bean.
The first track event the team
placed in was the 200 meter dash.
Craig Eisenfelder came in fourth
with a time of 23.2. In the 400
meter dash, Andy Baird came in
first with 53.0. The time wasn't
greats but he ran a very good
race," said coach Bean. In the 800,
John Metz was second with a
2:02.4, Kevin Quinn third with
2:03.2, and Steve Goodwin. third
with 2:05. In the 1500 meter run,
Metz was second with 4:05 and
Goodwin came in fourth at 4:15.
At 5000 meters, Greg Tonian was
third with 17:28 and Clint
Arnabaldi showed improvement
with a fourth place at 17:40. The
1600 meter relay team did well,
corning in first with a time of 3:35.
In the hurdle events, Aaron
ZoDar was second in the 110 high
hurdles with :15.7, and Eafle Wise
was fourth at : 15.8. In the 400
Worriens' Lax
Back-t- o back victories over
Ohio Wesleyan (16-4- ) and Oberlin
(10-4- ) have put the women's
lacrosse team in contention for the '
Regional Championships May 1-- 2
'at Bowling Green.
With a 5-4--1 record the women
will meet Denison, Bowling Green
and Ohio Wesleyan... three teams
they have beaten during regular
season play. A victory at the
regional site will send the women
to. Pennsylvania State University
for the AIAW National
Tournament May IS 16.
"Everything has come together
this past week," said coach Terri
Prodoehl. "And we are mentally
prepared to go to regionals which
is an important factor."
The Scotties will meet rival
Denison Wednesday with the
advantage of already having
beaten the Big Red earlier in the
season.
performances. The twins placed
first and second in the 100 meter
hurdles. Darlene garnered a
second in the 100 meter dash while
Charlene earned her second in the
200 meters. Pam Willis won the
400 meter dash by almost three
seconds running away from her
competition.
Teresa DeGuzman ran a very
strategic race' to beat all her
competition in the time of
19:20.36. Peggy Elder ran her
personal best in another of the
distance events with a fifth in the
3,000. Other place finishers were
Heather Murphy, who grabbed a
second in the 400 meter hurdles,
and Katie Blood who came in
fourth in the 800.
Barb Endel added depth for the
Scots with, two sixth places in the
shot put and javelin, while Lynette
Seigley placed third in the discus.
"Robin's leap in the long jump
set the tone of the day," said
Coach Penney. "We proved we
could be winners. That shows
what hard work could bring. Like
we used to say in college, 'A pound
of pain for an ounce of victory'," he
added.
Intermediates, Wise was third with
:58.7. '
In the high jump, Mark Thomasjumped 6'4" for second place, and
Aaron Zollars was third at 6'. In the
shot put John Srock was third at
41'314", and Larry Salata was
fourth at 376". Salata also came
in fourth in the discus. In the pole
vault, Mike Smith vaulted 13 feet
for. third place. Tim Jackson
placed third in the triple jump with
397". In the steeplechase, Greg
Tonian was third with a time of
10:03.6. -
On Tuesday the team went
against ' Muskingum at home in
very humid; weather. The final
score was Muskingum 84,
Wooster 70. A notable
. performance - was Mike Smith,
who took first place in the pole
vault at 13'6". Tim 'Jackson took
first place in the triple jump with
43'3,4", and in the high jump, Mark
Thomas was first at 6'6". Other
firsts were Tonian in the
steeplechase, Metz in the 800 and
1500, Baird in the 400 and the 1600
meter relay team had clocked in at
3:33.4. .. ' ,
The next track meet is the
Wooster Invitational at home on
Saturday.
Men's Tennis Captures 1st Annual
by Mike Smith
Last weekend's lousy weather
did not affect the men's tennis
team performance as they won the
first annual Wooster Invitational
Tennis Tournament, picking up a
dual meet victory in the process
and upping their conference
record to 5-- 2.
It was clear at the end of the first
, day of play that the real battle was
- between Wooster and Witten-
berg. Wooster defeated Grove.
City 8-- 1 while Wittenberg topped
Calvin College 9-- 0. Wooster's
doubles teams picked up three
victories as Drew Levinson and
Greg Koski won at third doubles 6--0,
7-- 5; John Thomas and John
Morlidge took their second
doubles match 6-- 2, 6-- 2; and the
first doubles combination of John
Laurie and Paul Wardlaw won 6-- 2,
7-- 6. Wardlaw also picked up a win
at first singles with a 6-- 2, 6-- 1 rout.
Thomas won at second singles 6-- 2,
6-- 2; Laurie followed with a 6-- 1, 6-- 1
win at third singles, while Levinson
lost his fourth singles match in
three sets 6-- 4, 6--7, 6-- 0. Morlidge
and Dave Oancea captured fifth
and sixth singles wins with scores
of 7-- 5, 6-- 1 and 6-- 1, 6-- 0 respectively.
At the end of the first day,
Wooster was one point behind in
the tournament - leading
Wittenberg.
On Saturday, --the Scots pulled '
up to a tie with Wittenberg
defeating' them 5--4. This match
was particularly important to us,"
said coach Hayden Schilling,
"because it counted as a
conference dual match.' Wooster
had a 4-- 2 lead going into doubles
play, as Thomas, Laurie, Morlidge
and Oancea picked up victories.
Thomas won 6-- 3, 7-- 5; Morlidge
6-- 3, 6-3- ; Laurie 7-- 5, 6-- 1; and
Oancea 6-- 1, 7-- 5. Wardlaw and
Levinson both fell in three set
battles at the number one and four
spots respectively. The Scots saw
their 4--2 lead turn into a 4--4 tie as
Wittenberg took two straight
rim
doubles matches. Losing were
teams of Wardlaw and Laurie and
Levinson and Koski. The pressure
was then on the second doubles
team of Morlidge and Thomas,
who came through with a 6-- 4, 6-- 3
match winner. At this point,
Wooster and Wittenberg were tied
for the lead in the tournament with
13 points each.
Saturday afternoon paired
Wooster against Calvin and
Wittenberg against Grove City.
The Scots nearly shut out Calvin
with an 8-- 1 rout and Wittenberg
defeated Grove -- City 7-- 2. This
enabled Wooster to win the
tournament with a total of 21
points, followed by Wittenberg
with 20, Grove City with 8 and
Calvin with 5. This is the first of an
annual event at Wooster," said
Schilling, quite pleased with the
quality and level of tennis that the
tournament brought to the
College community. Wooster will
meet Heidelberg at home on
Saturday, May 2 at 1:00 p.m.
Confused Start Hurt Korn in Marathon
by Katharine L. Blood
"Running the Boston Marathon
is the runner's version of seeing
Paris before you die," said Fred
Korn. "But hopefully it won't be
the same day you die," he added
with a smile.
Fred Korn, a philosophy
professor at The College of
Wooster, was one- - in the
approximately 6,400 starters who
began the 85th Boston Marathon,
Monday, April 20, 1981. Although
he did not beat the winner
Toshihiko Seko who ran the
fastest marathon in America with
the time of 2:0925, he did cover
the 26 miles, 385 yards in the
official time of three hours and 30
seconds, an estimated six minutes
53 seconds per mile.
Even though this would be
professor Korn's third marathon,
he has not been a serious runner
all his life. Up until his junior year in
high school he played baseball.
Finally, since he had a sore arm in
his senior year, he decided to run
track. "I was the best miler in the
school, but I was dreadful. I never
broke five minutes because the
season ended before I really got in
condition," he explained. After
graduate school in philosophy," he
began to run again because, he
said, "I discovered I was dreadfully
out of shape." Once he started to
run again, he found he liked it and
Women's Softball
Drops Four, 1-- 8
rWe had crucial errors in the
outfield which cost us the second
game, .and we are Tn a batting
slump, which is to blame for our
first loss," said head coach Geri
Knortz after her Softball team fell
to Baldwin-Wallac-e 1-- 0 and
Heidelberg 5-- 3 this past weekend.
The Scotties were also
overpowered by Capital earlier in
the week as the Crusaders rolled
to 15-- 2, 23--0 victories. '
This week the Scotties will play
their last borne game of the
season, facing Lorain Community
College in a doubleheader. They
will also be on the road this corning '
weekend for the OAISW Div. ID
tournament.
Record: 1-- 8 overall
Coming Up: April 29, Lorain
Community College, Home; May
1-- 2, OAISW Tournament at
.
Springfield. x.
has kept up with it. In 1970 he ran
his first road race, the Wooster
10K. (All you Wooster 10K people,
beware you might soon "be run-
ning marathons.) Since Korn
enjoyed the race, he started to take
running more seriously in hopes of
eventually running a marathon. In
December of 1979, he fulfilled his
dream and ran his first marathon
at Perm State in three hours and 13
minutes despite dreadful weather
conditions. "What I learned in this
race is you don't die when you run
marathons," said Korn. Last May
he ran the Cleveland Revco and
broke three hours, which qualified
him for the famous Boston
Marathon.
His goal was to get as close to
the time of 2 hours and 50 minutes
as he could. But due to a
congested start and being placed
near the back of the pack, his first
five miles were slower than he had
anticipated. "I couldn't even get
into any sort of running form for
the first five miles," he
commented. But after the initial
congestion, he quickened his pace
to a 6:30 mile. "Boston is really an
easy course because its mainly
-- downhill for the first four miles and
then flat for the next 13,"
remarked Korn. From the 17th to
the 22nd, there is a series of four
hills, one of which is the famous
Heartbreak Hill. According to
Korn, Heartbreak Hill is not a
sharp but a gradual incline. The
reason why people consider it
hard is that it comes at a part of the
race when the runner is tired," he
explained.
"I felt fine at the end, stiff from all
the pounding on the pavement,
but not exceedingly tired." Kom
described the ending as "a circus"
due to all the cheering and fuss
from the spectators. "You would
think you were Bill Rodgers when
you finished from all that hoopla."
After the runners -- cross the line
and go into the chute,- - the official
hands them a piece of aluminum
foil for warmth, then herded the
runners into the basement of the
Prudential Center. "It was a real
crowd scene, everyone doing
everything," he said.
In order to train for a marathon,
Fred Korn recommends starting
early and breaking the workouts
into three four-wee- k stages. He
began on the first of January with
four weeks of high mileage, about
70-8- 0 miles a week. This included a
15-2- 0 mile run once a week. The
second four weeks is devoted to
hill training and the last four weeks
should be spent on speed work.
Korn's advice to anyone who
might consider running a
marathon? "Get a friend to talk
you out of it."
764 Pittsburgh
Avenue
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The Scots' Paul Wardlaw dishes up a big serve in the First Annual
Wooster Invitational, which the Scots won. Photo by Rodger
Pelagalli.
You buy
the cZonuts,
we buy
the coffee! &
From Fit, May 1 to Mon.. May 3. 1981just buy 1 doz. of those famous Mister
Donut donuts. You'll get a fresh
brewed cup of coffee at the
counter free. It's quite a deal.
From Mister Donut.
Downtown Wooster
West Liberty St.
Next to Barney Lehman's!
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